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Enforcement and remedies. Teaming up with digital marketing companies, this will doubtlessly make your
firm save time! Non-exclusive distributorship is not protected under the law on commercial agency. Industrial
Designs are regulated by Resolution No. E-commerce  You will, once your firm has selected its bureau, begin
an integral program to operate the campaign of your firm. Lebanon, digital marketing companies to start your
activity. However, the Lebanese law does not provide for specific regulations regarding franchising. Agency
Lebanese law provides for extensive protection and mandatory rules to protect the rights of local agents and
exclusive distributors as follows. The right holder can also claim compensation for damages. Non-competition
agreements regulating the scope, duration and territorial extent of the non-competition obligation are standard
practice between: Employers and former qualified employees. Distribution Exclusive distributorship falls
under the provision of the law governing commercial agency see above. However, the general provisions of
commercial law provide that a merger is a legal consolidation of two companies into one entity, whereas an
acquisition occurs when one company takes over another and completely establishes itself as the new owner.
However, specific laws refer to the subject, including: Banking secrecy laws. The Ministry of Finance is the
tax authority in Lebanon. Merger by absorption. Due to the solution that was set up by our team, your business
is able to not only encounter which companies are pros in their campaign but you will also manage to select
with whom it would like to work with. Marketing agreements  The course will motivate students to create
online business ideas and apply what has been learnt in real life applications. Unregistered trademarks Any
person who can provide written evidence that they have a priority right to use of a trade mark can object to its
registration within five years' of it being filed for registration at the MoET. The registration procedure is
carried out online. For a joint stock company: the majority of capital should be held by Lebanese nationals or
legal entities; two thirds of the composition of the Board of Directors and its chairman, the general manager
and any other delegate manager should be all Lebanese. Copyright Definition and legal requirements. Tell us
your needs and we'll tell you the agencies you must meet. Data protection is not regulated in Lebanon. A
merger implies the dissolution of the concerned companies, and the transfer of assets from the merged
company to the merging company. A new method that leads to the production of a new industrial product or a
known industrial result. There is a flood of companies in digital strategy, but solely one is the best for you.
Comprise detailed rules relating to advertising the price of products and services. A design must be registered
at the MoET. Are marketing agreements regulated? The constant growth of the Internet and World Wide Web
has made an abundant impact on global business development as organizations of various types have been
affected by the creation and innovation of new business models for the digital age. There are limitations to
foreign investment in relation to commercial agency. Outline the regulation of advertising in your jurisdiction.
An industrial design must be a new invention to qualify for protection. If not, are there laws providing
equivalent protection? The regulations regarding commercial agencies and exclusive distribution can govern
the franchising agreement due to the broad definition given to commercial agencies and the common
economic role they share with franchising see above. However, ideas, data and abstract scientific facts are
excluded from the protection provided by this law. Because at Sortlist we will be able to aid your company
find the ideal agency and your firm will unmistakably see that a task in digital strategy will have a positive
imprint on your sales. Intellectual property 


